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Camaros were built in the two U. There were also five non-U. Camaro assembly plants in
countries that required local assembly and content. There were 8 in , 10 in , and 12 in different
engines available in Camaros. There were several optional transmissions. A four-speed manual
was available with any engine. The two-speed " Powerglide " automatic transmission was
available all three years. A semi-automatic "Torque-Drive" two-speed transmission was
available on six-cylinder models. The RS was an appearance package that included hidden
headlights , revised taillights with back-up lights under the rear bumper , RS badging , and
exterior bright trim. It was available on any model. The SS featured non-functional air inlets on
the hood , special striping, and SS badging. The idea of offering such a wide variety of
packages and numerous options was to "blanket" Camaro's end of the personal car market
segment with everything from an entry-level I6 cylinder engine to high-performance V8 engines.
It was the brainchild of Vince Piggins, who conceived offering "virtually race-ready" Camaros
for sale [14] from any Chevrolet dealer. This is an under-rated figure. The Z28 received air from

an open-element air cleaner or from an optional cowl plenum duct attached to the side of the air
cleaner that ran to the firewall and got air from the cowl vents. The Swiss-built Camaros were
not available with the three-speed manual and had a differential lock and front disc brakes as
standard. Some additional safety equipment was also standard. Production numbers: [14]. The
styling of the Camaro was very similar to the design. With the introduction of Astro Ventilation,
a fresh-air-inlet system, the side vent windows were deleted. Side marker lights were added on
the front and rear fenders which was a government requirement for all vehicles. It also had a
more pointed front grille and divided rear taillights. The front running lights on non-RS models
were also changed from circular to oval. The big-block SS models received chrome hood inserts
that imitated velocity stacks and low-gloss black rear tail light panel. The rear shock absorber
mounting was staggered to resolve wheel hop issues and higher performance models received
multi-leaf rear springs instead of single-leaf units. Chevrolet's Special Production Division
wanted to promote the Z The Camaro carried over the previous year's drivetrain and major
mechanical components, but all-new sheet metal , except the hood and trunk lid, gave the car a
substantially sportier look. The grille was redesigned with a heavy "V" cant and deeply inset
headlights. New door skins, rear quarter panels , and rear valance panel also gave the car a
much lower, wider, more aggressive look. This styling would serve for the model year only. The
option was expensive and only units were produced. The Rally Sport RS option, RPO Z22,
includes a special black-painted grille with concealed headlights and headlight washers, fender
striping except when sport striping or Z28 Special Performance Package is specified , simulated
rear fender louvers , front and rear wheel opening moldings, black body sill, RS emblems on
grille, steering wheel and rear panel, Rally Sport front fender nameplates , bright accented
taillights, back-up lights below rear bumper; also includes bright roof drip moldings on Sport
Coupe. This option could be added to any other option i. The featured compression, forged
pistons, forged steel crankshaft and connecting rods , solid lifter camshaft , and Holley
carburetion on a dual-plane intake manifold. A dual four-barrel crossram intake manifold was
available as a dealer-installed option. The model year was exceptionally long, extending into
November , due to manufacturing problems that delayed the introduction of the second
generation model planned for Around 1, Camaros were fitted with the L72 engine option. A total
of 69 ZL-1 Camaros were produced. With exhaust changes and tuning , the horsepower could
be increased to over The ZL1 engines were hand-assembled in a process that took 16 hours
each, in a room that Corvette Chief Engineer Zora Arkus-Duntov described as "surgically clean.
First generation engines include: [32]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chevrolet Camaro
second generation. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet Camaro â€” Chevette
South America. Chevy Malibu. Chevy II. Biscayne Canada. Bel Air. Kingswood Estate. El
Morocco. Personal luxury. Chevelle Laguna. Friends, keep your eyes open because you never
know when or where you might find a hidden piece of muscle car historyâ€”in this case, a
one-owner Camaro RS barn find. A very good friend of ours is a sales rep for a pest removal
service specializing in the furry variety and regularly traverses the entirety of Los Angeles
County. A call about rats in a two-car garage in a South Bay suburb had him on the phone with
us faster than, well, a scurrying rat after he opened the garage and saw the classic pony car
hidden within. Naturally, a garage find like this in a wholly unexpected and modest
neighborhood would pique any gear head's interest and, being local, we quickly set up a date to
see what kind of classic car gold could be hiding in that garage. As advertised, it was a
one-owner deceased Chevy Camaro RS This Camaro was its owner's first ever car and spent its
entire life in Los Angeles. Luckily, this isn't some forgotten barn on the back 40 of a quiet estate
in the middle of nowhere. Real estate is precious in the southland, especially when it comes to
storing your classic muscle car. Unlike many a barn-garage-storage-what-have-you find, the
spouse of the late owner of this '68 RS who wishes to remain anonymous actively uses the
garage and pounced on the unwanted guests as soon as they made their presence known. The
Camaro has suffered little of the usual damage rodents can inflict on American steelâ€”or
rubber, actually. There was only a small leak in a radiator hose. The garage was still considered
an active crime scene when we visited. The unwanted tenants were at the end of their eviction

process and the owner was understandably hesitant to move the car or leave the doors open
too long, so we couldn't get the best of looks under or inside the car. The owner also didn't
know very much about their late spouse's old muscle car. Cars have never been their thing,
they know it was special to their spouse, but the Camaro terrified them and they're happy to let
it sit there. Just as long as the rats don't get to it. The owner passed away about two years ago,
and the Camaro hasn't been moved sinceâ€”it helps that only they knew the trick of getting the
stuck driver-side door open. Before their passing, the owner was starting to fix up their beloved
RS Camaro. A new vinyl top, seat covers, and a dual exhaust all went on with the last set of tires
and tags, shortly before the owner's passing. There was some obstruction under the car in the
form of antifreeze-soaked rat feces, so we weren't able to take a peek underneath to see if the
owner optioned a TH We're confident there's a Powerglide under there; the was never really
considered a performance option and the three-speed automatic wasn't often paired with lesser
V-8s in early Camaros. The RS accoutrement also appear to be factory original. The excess of
vacuum lines under the hood and the seemingly permanently opened hideaway headlamps
provide some proof, and the backup lights in the rear valance help confirm. A trim tag
inspection shows the Camaro to have been built at the Los Angeles assembly plant, so it really
has spent its whole life here. The tag confirms that the black vinyl top is factory, as are the
black vinyl and houndstooth seat covers. We hear claims the paint is original; the trim tag looks
like it shows a Y-2 for Butternut Yellow and the black top. Maybe 53 years of age is disguising a
pale yellow paintjob or a T on that trim tag. It doesn't help that a couple years' dust and varying
light conditions give this yellowy-white Camaro a chameleon effect. This garage find is in its
infancy, not even half a decade along yet and not even a crack in the tiresâ€”they're probably
still above 20psi, for that matter. If you thought expert barn finders like Jerry Heasley and Ryan
Brutt had found everything, this Camaro RS proves you need to get out there and keep looking.
When you find something anything , tell us about it. Email us at hotrod hotrod. Close Ad.
Jordon Scott Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. All rights reserved. More on this:.
Back in , Chevrolet produced over , base units of the Camaro , while the RS was the second
most popular with over 37, cars. The SS was obviously third in the charts with close to 35, units,
while the Z28 accounted for more than 20, cars of the entire production. The RS that we have
here is a survivor that comes with nearly everything original. It features both stunning looks and
a engine working properly though it could still need a few touches. But first things first. As you
can see in the photos here, the Camaro still looks pretty neat without any signs of rust. The
original AM radio is still there working nicely, and the headliner is believed to be original too.
The engine under the hood is likely the one that came with the car, and it is paired with an
automatic transmission that shifts correctly. Overall, this survivor is ready to become a daily
driver if that's what you're looking for. This is a Camaro in pretty good shape, and without a
doubt, it is why so many people want to take it home. With 89, miles , kilometers on the clock
and coming in unrestored and unmolested condition, this Camaro could end up quite a looker if
it receives the proper fixes. Editor's note: This article was not sponsored or supported by a
third party. You will only receive our top stories, typically no more than 5 per day yes no. Fan
Shroud. Red Exterior. Front Air Dam. RS Front Grille. Black Deluxe Houndstooth Interior. Fuel
Gauge. RS Gas A real deal numbers matching Z28 Camaro RS in gorgeous fathom green with
white stripes. The vehicle has a numbers matching original to the car, the transmission is a
replacement, but proper transmission and the rear end is Midnight Teal Metallic Camaro Rally
Sport Camaro , Big Block, launched by a Muncie M21 4-speed transmission and backed by a
bullett proof 12 bolt posi-traction rear end with 3. Ford had their Mustangs hopped up by
Original deluxe Houndstooth interior with flip down rear seat, 12 Bolt posi, winters intake What
you are viewing today is an investment grade, show condition, rotisserie restored very rare
early Camaro Z28 , If this best is what you seek then look It even has the rare early emblems on
the front fenders Numbers matching ci engine with double hump heads. Gorgeous structurally
intact This car has recently been refinished in beautiful Lemans Blue paint. All of the chrome
trim and bright work are in great condition. The car has a steel Sort By. Date recent Price
highest first Price lowest first. Autozin Chevrolet camaro rs z Sort by Date recent Price highest
first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Sterling, KY. Lockbourne, OH. Make offer. Los Angeles,
CA. Des Moines, IA. Cadillac, MI. Glen Burnie, MD. Other Models. Lots of contradicting
stereotypes come with the Chevrolet Camaro. For example, how can an owner have a red neck
and a mullet? That just doesn't make sense. The Camaro does make sense. It's cleaner, crisper,
and much more nimble. Sure, it's also undergone a well-publicized haircut. Its new Alpha
platform, the same one used for the Cadillac ATS , is stiffer, smaller, and stronger than the
outgoing Zeta. Forget the party in the back. This machine is all business. The V-6 LT will likely
be the sales workhorse for Camaro. Tucked between the entry-level 2. The all-new 3. It includes
continuously variable valve timing and, for the first time, active fuel management, which can

shut off two cylinders to conserve fuel. Final fuel economy numbers were not available. Chevy
says the LT can go from 0 to 60 mph in 5. Our quarter-mile time in the LT was also slightly
slower than Chevy's official time of We did it in In both cases, the times remain quite
impressive. I preferred the six-speed manual to the eight-speed automatic in the V-6 Camaro.
The manual let me hold gears longer and pull the most torque out of the engine during test
drives of both vehicles around Hell, Michigan. The eight-speed automatic tended to upshift too
fast for my liking, even when driving in the selectable Sport mode. The V-6 model does not offer
a Track mode. The ride was surprisingly quiet and smooth, though you could still blast the
active exhaust to create a louder ride. In fact, Camaro engineers had to go back and make the
Camaro louder after initial testing. Now noise is piped into the cabin from the engine bay via a
mechanical sound enhancer. The resonators can be adjusted for more or less noise. The
steering is extremely crisp and well-weighted with just a touch of understeer around fast
corners. Best of all, the new platform has allowed Chevy engineers to vastly improve the
visibility out from the cabin. The view inside is pretty good, too, with a much more refined
interior. Motor Trend scales confirmed that the Camaro stuck to its diet, weighing in at 3,
pounds, nearly pounds lighter than the model. Every change to the sixth-generation Camaro
makes it better. It may not look significantly overhauled at first glance, but it's definitely all
business. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
The Chevrolet Camaro is a sports coupe that has been manufactured since the s. The "RS"
designation has been used for a trim level or a model-year variant in each of the vehicle's
generations. RS stands for Rally Sport, which originally was
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2008 suzuki xl7 battery location
an appearance package available on the first- and second-generation Camaro. The Rally Sport
appearance package on the first-generation Camaro consisted of headlights under retractable
covers and assorted other trim details. The second-generation RS package had a split front
bumper and unique grill, among other details. The third-generation Camaro RS originally was a
V-6 powered model for California only but replaced the Sport Coupe model nationwide in The
RS package for the fifth-generation Camaro included high-intensity discharge HID headlamps,
inch wheels, unique tail lamps, and a rear spoiler as well as other trim changes. He is a member
of the Society of Technical Communicators and Toastmasters. Updates The RS package for the
fifth-generation Camaro included high-intensity discharge HID headlamps, inch wheels, unique
tail lamps, and a rear spoiler as well as other trim changes. Considerations "RS" is a common
automobile designation for specific trim or option levels or even models.

